
 

A full-spectrum Mars simulation in a box
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MARTE simulation chamber re-creates the Martian environment with the
correct gas composition, UV radiation, temperatures 108K-423K and pressures
in the range of 10-6 mbar. Credit: J. Martín-Gago/ICMM

There are many reasons why Mars excels at destroying expensive
equipment. For one thing, its entire surface is made of partially-
magnetized dust. For another, Mars possesses just enough atmosphere so
that the dust floats and coats photographic lenses. At the same time, it
doesn't have enough of an atmosphere to protect electronics from
ultraviolet radiation. The trace gases and humidity in the air it does have
contaminate all but the most tightly sealed instruments. Mars' frigid
temperatures, low pressures and rapidly changing winds push landers to
their operational limits. To build equipment that functions well under
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these conditions, we need testing environments on Earth that duplicate
Mars' many imperfections as perfectly as possible.

In their article, "Mimicking Mars: A vacuum simulation chamber for
testing environmental instrumentation for Mars," Jesus Sobrado and his
colleagues at the Center for Astrobiology in Madrid explained how they
created the world's best testbed for Martian expedition equipment.
While other chambers may integrate two or three of the factors that
make life difficult on Mars, the Center for Astrobiology's simulator
offers almost all of the red planet's challenging variables. These includes
not only low pressures and temperatures, but also dust, wind, relative
humidity, atmospheric gases and even radiation.

The modular simulation chamber-nicknamed MARTE-works by
combining superior versatility with new technology. MARTE's flexible
physical design allows it to be re-configured to accommodate equipment
of a varying of sizes and shapes. In anticipation of the conditions a
device will face on Earth, Mars, and everywhere in between, MARTE's
environment is totally tunable. For example, the average pressure on
Mars is roughly 7.5 millibars at the surface. Earth's air pressure is 1000
mbar at sea level and 300 mbar on Mt. Everest. In space, of course, there
is no air pressure. To reflect those varying conditions, the options for air
pressure inside MARTE range between 1000 to 10−6 mbars. The inner
atmosphere starts as an analog of Martian air-95% carbon dioxide, with
some Argon, hydrogen and nitrogen-but can be adjusted. MARTE's
internal temperature can be turned down to as low as -265.27 degrees
Fahrenheit (-165.15 degrees Celsius) or as high as 301.73 degrees
Fahrenheit (149.85 degrees Celsius).
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Technical drawing of the MARTE. Credit: Rev. Sci. Instrum. 85

In addition to varying pressures, temperatures and atmospheric
compositions, MARTE features a never-before-seen Martian dust
simulator. Magnetic and non-magnetic particles of iron oxide, each no
wider than human hair, are unleashed in powdery waves. The dust falls
in layers onto optical equipment, effectively reproducing how visual
sensors on Mars become encrusted over time.

"We're simulating the effect of the Martian dust—one of the primary
problems for planetary exploration—to gain a better understanding of
how instruments behave when covered in dust," said Jesus Sobrado, the
scientist in charge of the simulator's development. He went on to say,
"[the chamber] answers many questions about Mars or other related
planetary bodies—both from scientific and technology points of view."
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Initially, MARTE was put to the test designing the Air Temperature
Sensors on Curiosity. By varying pressures and gases, MARTE helped
scientists determine the best way for the Mars Science Laboratory to
record the lowest surface temperatures. In the near future, MARTE will
evaluate the Temperature and Wind meteorological station for InSight, a
Mars mission set to fly in March 2016.

MARTE is also slated to test the Mars Environmental Dynamics
Analyzer and Sign of Life Detector (SOLID) for the Mars 2020 Mission.
This mission is essential to determining the presence of life on Mars. In
2012, the Curiosity rover pinpointed possible simple organic compounds
in the Gale Crater. At that time, the presence of perchlorates, a surface
salt, foiled attempts to identify the compounds as originating from life
native to Mars. SOLID is being specially designed to identify the origin
of Martian carbon. It will circumvent contaminating salts by utilizing a
technique similar to one used every day in biological research
laboratories on Earth.

Someday, MARTE will take SOLID for a test run. When SOLID flies on
the 2020 rover, we may discover that evidence of life has been staring us
in the face from the surface of Mars for far longer than we ever
imagined.

  More information: "Mimicking Mars: A vacuum simulation chamber
for testing environmental instrumentation for Mars exploration." J. M.
Sobrado, J. Martín-Soler and J. A. Martín-Gago. Rev. Sci. Instrum. 85,
035111 (2014); dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4868592
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